
Lesson plans: 4/6-4/10 

Daily circle time with Ms. Jody 10:20 FB live 

Monday:  

Y: cut, color, trace, glue worksheet 

Activity fine motor: Duplo Legos or anything equivalent with small/medium 

openings. If you have a medicine dropper or spray bottle, Turn the Duplo over and 

drop water or spay drops into the openings 1 by 1 

Tuesday: 

Y Letter for ring: yellow yarn cut into pieces, if you do not have yarn you can use 

yellow paper strips. Glue pieces onto the Y 

Activity: Bubble wrap pop! Or confetti egg pound! Use a strip or more of bubble 

wrap and with a safe play hammer or possibly a spatula, pop the bubble wrap 

bubbles 1 at a time, if using confetti eggs, line up and pound 1 at a time (please 

assist or supervise this activity) 

Wednesday: 

Y letter dauber: Dob the Y circles with a dauber. If you do not have one, color 

each circle with a yellow crayon, marker, or paint 

Craft: Paper sack Yak puppet. Color the Yak, have fun, then use your scissors to 

cut them out. Glue the head of the Yak onto the top part of the bag. Then glue the 

body of the Yak onto the bottom part of the bag. If you do not have a paper bag a 

piece of paper will work too (just wouldn’t have the puppet effect) 

Thursday: 

Yellow color and cut page. Color each picture yellow, ask your child what each 

item is. Talk about each item and what you do with them. Cut the pictures out 

and glue them to a piece of paper, or put them on your fridge 

Activity: Ms. Sue’s Easter Olympics! 

Friday: 

Oval shape coloring page 



Trace over the Oval letters/word. 

Each shape is color coded. Ask them to identify each shape, then color each shape 

according to the key. 

 Added fun: have your child find the colors of each shape with items found around 

the house and place onto the shape. Or you could place the correct colored candy 

onto the shapes! Yum! 

Activity: Find yummy items inside your house! Place into a pile, or for extra fun, 

create an oval with tape and place yummy items inside the oval. Then find yucky 

items and place into a pile or inside an oval shape 

Extra Youtube learning: 

Simba tv: Yak yo-yo yellow alphabet phonic song 

Simba tv: Yak in a yard Phonic rhymes 
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oval 
Use the code to color the shapes: triangle —> red        rectangle —> green oval —> orange 

 square — > bluet      triangle —> yellow circle —> brown 
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